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ABSTRACT - Using Rio de Janeiro as a case study in urbanization
within the context of climate change, this multi-year urban design
studio examines the challenges of addressing rising sea levels in one
of Latin America’s largest cities. As a coastal metropolis, Rio requires
that heterogeneous networks be woven between ecological and 21st
century urban design processes. Yet, Rio continues to grow in low-lying,
ecologically sensitive areas - and this has been exacerbated over recent
decades by mega-event driven development coupled with inter-dependent
informal urbanization. These forces characterize Zona Oeste, the focus
area of the design initiative. This essay reflects on an international urban
design pedagogy that seeks to integrate strategies to address climate
change, rising sea levels, and unpredictable growth. Inherently, this project
opens up a discussion into many sensitive questions regarding historical
and cultural responsiveness. Filtered through the work of Lucio Costa, his
proposals for Baja da Tijuca, and opportunities to re-engage the legacy of
a modernist plan, students engage this rich context through a discursive
design prompt with implications for both pedagogy and practice within and
beyond Rio de Janeiro.
Keywords: environment, globalization, pedagogy, practice, urban design
In 2014, NASA released research projecting higher than previously
predicted global sea level rise due to irreversible climate changes. By the
year 2100, sea levels are expected to rise by 1 to 2 meters [3.2 to 6.5 ft.]
worldwide.1 Climate change has already contributed to the growing
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frequency of torrential rainfall around the world. As architect and educator
Fernando Lara has illustrated, historic colonial models in the Latin American
context have contributed to a situation in which tropical cities face regular
flooding. Europeans came to the colonial arena having experienced
environments that often received less than 50 cm [20 in.] per year of rain.
However, many regions in Latin American experience more than twice that
amount annually, and the hardscape traditions of the colonial city were
not well equipped for the increased presence of rainfall.2 As cities like Rio
de Janeiro matured, by density, extension of impermeable surface, and
development measures, issues surrounding water management have
become increasingly important.
As a coastal metropolis, Rio is characterized by natural water systems
requiring heterogeneous networks be woven into ecological and twenty-first
century urban design processes. Urban flooding and mudslides continue
to plague the city - thereby raising questions to be addressed regarding
the relationships between “environment” and “urbanization.” This is
compounded by the difficulties of providing potable water to many sprawling
fringe areas and the difficulties associated with providing sanitation
networks and other necessary urban infrastructure and amenities that
support urban expansion. Yet, Rio continues to allow growth in far-flung
areas that are often low-lying and ecologically sensitive. This situation has
been exacerbated over recent decades by mega-event driven development
coupled with inter-dependent informal urbanization. These forces
characterize Zona Oeste, or Rio de Janeiro’s Western Zone, making it a
compelling area for design investigation.
This paper reflects upon a three-year collaboration between UNC
Charlotte’s Master of Urban Design program and the Pontifical Catholic
University in Rio’s Department of Architecture and Urbanism. Through
a discussion of three summer workshops (held in 2015, 2016, 2017),
each four-weeks in length, this essay describes fundamental strengths
and challenges of international collaborations, and particularly a design
pedagogy attempting to integrate ecological strategies within historical and
speculative future narratives. The teams of students (including both US
and Brazilian students) faced considerable challenges within the setting
of design workshops, which were held on PUC-Rio’s campus. Challenges
stemming from historical, cultural, and modernist traditions critically
bounded the studio in both productive and limiting ways. Students aimed
to avoid the trap of Modernism’s grand narratives; for example, instead of
solely relying on the implantation of Euro-centric urban models, the students
explored urban characteristics found within Rio’s local urban conditions
both past and present. This close attention to the local provided a contrast
to past movements focused upon the universal. However, global contexts
were not ignored as teams of students explored ways to face rising sea
levels. Their work illustrates the challenges of implementing environmentally
sensitive strategies that are intended to perform in future scenarios for both
pedagogy and practice within and beyond Rio de Janeiro.
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READING RIO
Unlike many historical urban narratives and design methodologies, such
as modernist visions of idealized city organizations, the studio began by
examining and tracing the existing conditions of Rio while also aiming
to read the past in the present through maps and diagrams. Rio seems
to have been nestled into an iconic landscape often with little regard for
climatic conditions such as hydrology and rainfall. While the city was
established, and has continued to grow, as an impervious urban surface,
we attempted to become acquainted with the city, its inconsistencies and
hybridizations, and its relationships to water. We attempted to introduce
our urban design students to a foreign context without judgment; in other
words, students were tasked to quickly explore the existing fabrics of
the city in order to identify unique characteristics that may drive design

Figure 1. Unpredictable Typologies, Centro Metropolitano.
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integration at a later date. This speedy “deep dive” initially focused upon
normative urban design research (block structures and typologies of
building and open spaces, for example). Further dissections of density and
programmatic complexities revealed other types of urban characteristics
participating in the uniqueness of Rio. Ecological and hydrological patterns,
cultural legacies of Colonialism, and Modernism, played key roles in
the intellectual development of the design interrogation and led to the
identification of typological variations specific to the city of Rio de Janeiro.
This search ultimately led to specific guiding principles, techniques, and
fundamental questions. Described as a form of urban DNA, the unique
cellular qualities of Rio’s various constituent urban elements provided a
way to view basic ecological and urban codes. The search for Rio’s DNA
was intended to prevent students from importing urban ideas rooted in
a prevailing “ism” (New Urbanism, Landscape Urbanism, Modernism,
etc.). Instead, this exercise was intended to provide a useful palette for
engagement with the city on its own terms and through its own language
of form. Then, through edits and revisions, urban transformations could be
introduced. We saw this as offering an ability to reframe the city through
its existing conditions so that Rio may more readily absorb contemporary
patterns of development and their consequences. In this sense, we aimed
to have students understand urban design within the specific context
of cultural elasticity - cultural in the sense that Rio represents a unique
set of social circumstances rooted in a city that has been built through
manipulations (both formally and informally) of a local ecology.
It is important to note that this approach does not posit a singular future
or a singular continuation of what exists through the repetitive imprinting
of urban patterns. Clearly, Rio’s current context (particularly with respect
to water and urban growth) is not ideal; “natural” hydrological patterns
have been altered radically over time and are difficult, if not impossible,
to reestablish. Areas in which new growth occurs are often impacted by
extreme development pressures ranging from the influence of politicallycharged mega events such as the Summer Olympics, the World Cup, or
the Pan American Games. These formal, large scale initiatives tended to
occur in the lesser developed areas of the city - due in part to the sheer
scale of investment - but they were followed by inter-dependent forms
of informal urbanization. This pattern of contrast between the highly
formalized global force alongside an equally impactful localized trend set
the stage for questions that highlighted the fragile ecology of Zona Oeste
and the city at large.
In this sense, the work developed in this multi-year set of studios builds
upon methods that enable designers to understand what “is” in order to
project what “is possible.” As the students diagnosed existing conditions
in various parts of Rio, three specific driving factors of urbanization
were identified: “hydrology,” “housing,” and “transit.” Rio de Janeiro’s
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development patterns have historically followed the water’s edge and
typically involved a manipulation of both topography and coastline in order
to introduce new geographies for transportation networks aimed at opening
up new areas for housing and development. The city’s famous Zona Sul,
which includes the beachside neighborhoods of Copacabana and Ipanema,
was a result of large-scale intervention along hydrological space. In fact,
the city has developed over time from the historic colonial center southward
through expanded engineering efforts that involved the removal of hillsides
and the creation of artificial coastlines throughout areas of Botafogo
and Urca (the location of a small neighborhood at the foot of Sugar Loaf
mountain). This southern march of development also marks different eras
of formal housing construction from the late 1800s through the early to mid
1900s and coincides with the rise of the Brazilian nationalism, during which
Rio served as the capital city.
Zona Oeste: Environment and Urbanization
Barra da Tijuca is a coastal area west of Rio’s famous Zonal Sul where
the wealthy areas of Leblón, Ipanema and Copacabana can all be found.
Barra da Tijuca lies within the larger Jacarepaquá Basin, a “double barrier
systems” watershed bounded by the Atlantic Ocean, lagoons, marshes,
and mountains.3 This kind of geographical area is particularly susceptible to
climatic changes and sea level rise given its geological formation over time
and its location along the coast. Storms and heavy rainfall can cause strong
tidal shifts and flooding, which contribute to canal blockages and lagoons
overflowing natural edges onto adjacent lands. As sea levels rise as a result
of rising global temperatures, Barra da Tijuca will likely become increasingly

Figure 2. Residential Density, Zona Oeste.
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exposed to these kinds of climatic events.4 Thus, urban development
patterns in Barra da Tijuca amplify the need to re-evaluate and integrate
infrastructure across multiple scales.
Our multi-year studios concentrated on Zona Oeste because it represents
the current challenges facing the city. Although the area has remained
under-developed, more recently rapid development has moved westward,
formally encroaching on its land. Barra became the primary site of the
2016 Summer Olympic Games; and, therefore, a decade prior to the
games development efforts focused on and intensified investment in the
area. Interestingly, Barra represents only 4.7% of the city’s total population
and only 13% of the city’s overall geographic footprint but it accounts for
approximately 30% of the city’s overall tax base. Rapid growth and luxury
residential developments have fueled the local economy. The areas’
resulting affluence, perceived safety, and its proximity to the coast all
contribute to the zone’s allure making it the fastest growing area in Rio.
The allure is also tied to the area’s relative newness. The construction of
the 1970s Lagoa-Barra Highway sparked development along the coastline
characterized by private and gated high-rise communities, including luxury
condominiums, pools, athletic courts, private groves, and private lakes.
These communities were specifically imagined as neighborhood-condo
developments with each high rise residential tower serving as a private
suburban neighborhood complete with active security personnel, gates, and
fences. The result is a coastal area now resembling a vertical form of the
North American suburban cul de sac.
Three unique urban circumstances exist within the greater region or zone of
Barra da Tijuca: Vargem Pequena, Centro Metropolitano, and Recreio dos
Bandeirantes. While quite different, they all share the fact water levels will
rise, land is soft and often sinking, and a fragile ecosystem is threatened.
These specific conditions produce urban forms deriving from “struggles
of economics against nature” - struggles shared by many global postmetropolitan regions.5 While envisioned as a modernist oceanic utopia by
Lucio Costa in the late 1960s, Barra da Tijuca fell prey to global market
forces and residential development patterns that essentially privatized and
divided the entire zone into vertical gated communities connected through
auto-oriented networks and interspersed with monumentally scaled nodes.
This, of course, coincided with the military-government sponsorship and a
legacy of nation-building movements in which urbanization was deployed
(both in physical and social form) as a symbol of modernization and of
a modern nation state. In order to promote growth, policies were put in
place that enabled privatization of the Barra da Tijuca region and allowed
a handful of development interests to dominate. In hindsight, this has
resulted in development patterns that today resemble a series of what
Lars Lerup has called “stims” (points of stimulation) floating within a field
largely dominated by “dross” - or uninspired “economic residues of the
metropolitan machine.” 6
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Lucio Costa’s Barra
Barra da Tijuca, at the time of Costa’s planning efforts, was geographically
remote and largely rural despite having been settled in the mid-1600s.
In the cases of Vargem Grande and Vargem Pequena, which date to
approximately 1667, the agrarian settlement patterns that continue to
dominate were established by Benedictine monks. Their large landholdings
persisted over time as private agri-businesses grew in later eras. A number
of factors have worked to slow development since that time: unstable soils,
large private agricultural land-holdings, and marshlands. However, by the
1960s, and as the country sought to modernize, Barra da Tijuca became
a focus for national interests. With the introduction of the Lagoa-Barra
Highway, this became a more accessible area adjacent Rio de Janeiro’s
wealthiest neighborhoods in Zona Sul. Zona Oeste was imagined as a new
regional center for both the city and the state of Rio de Janeiro. Economic
development and a new regional metropolitan center in Barra were seen as
such important challenges that the country’s most prominent architect and
planner, Lucio Costa, was commissioned to create a vision and plan for the
area in 1969. Inspired by the same modernist principles as those used in
the design of Brasilia, Costa outlined development in Barra using separated
land-uses, monumental axial boulevards, and a system of open spaces
intended to free the ground plane to public access and views to the ocean.
In his words, the new regional center would become the world’s most
beautiful Cidade Oceanico, or Ocean-side City.7
The diagrammatic framework established by Costa’s pilot plan for the area
introduced a new urban pattern unlike any other characteristics in the city
at that time. The proposed morphology in the plan was so radically different
from anything previously built in Rio de Janeiro that it has been described
as a rupture in both the physical and social forms of city overall. For
example, his plan excludes pedestrian scaled spaces and neighborhood
destinations such as corner cafes or bars.8 Instead, the area was organized
around two parallel primary axes, Avenida de las Americas and Avenida
Sernambetida (now Avenida Lucio Costa), that framed coastal areas for
urban growth. These two axes were intersected by a perpendicular axis,
Avenida Ayrton Senna, which stretched from the oceanfront to the base
of the mountains, thereby forming one edge of the new regional central
district known today as Centro Metropolitano. The figure-ground of Barra
was similar to that of Brasilia: one dominated by the isolated vertical towers
spaced approximately one kilometer apart, which intentionally allowed large
green spaces to flow freely between them.
While the morphology of the region is different from that of other iconic
areas in Zona Sul such as Leblon, Ipanema or Copacabana, what Costa’s
plan offered - in combination with architectural piloti-based typologies, was
a new way of occupying the ground plane. Particularly interesting was the
fact that this schematic approach to the organization of this new expansion
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zone essentially framed the ground-plane as an open public space; the
proposal formed an “open space parti.” Radically imaginative, Costa
ultimately proposed a city whose public spaces were virtually extended
from the hillsides to the beachfront by lifting all buildings off the ground
and up onto piloti. While the individual elements of this urban architectural
typology (elevated urban housing combined with open ground plane) were
not unique, the combination of the two in a geographic condition like that of
Barra da Tijuca provided potential innovative opportunities, which fostered
student design speculation during our three summers in Rio. Costa’s
vision was of a green city dominated by natural landscapes. Vistas to both
mountains and the coast, democratic access to a new, and extended, public
realm opened the city up for social, political, and cultural revolution. It is
crucial to keep his utopian goal of balancing the natural with the developed
in mind; Costa’s vision involved an inter-woven pattern of landscape,
infrastructure and architecture that, in many ways, is less like Corbusian
“towers in the field” than it is a precursor to environmentally driven urbanism
that we see in the work of many twenty-first century design practices.
Centro Metropolitano
While Costa had been commissioned in 1969 to design a master plan
for the Barra de Tijuca, only fragments of his plan are visible on the
site of Centro Metropolitano today. The few traces of Costa’s plan that
do exist within this area provide evidence of his larger mega-block
urban structure and a road network that connects to the larger region.
Centro Metropolitano, which is located immediately North-East of the
2016 Summer Olympic site, is now emerging as a mixed-use private
development spurred by the economic activity and investments of the
Olympic games. However, mixed-use in this context translates to mixes
of building uses within a development, rather than mixed programs within
a single building (as might be more typically seen within North American
contexts or other parts of Rio).

Figure 3. Lucio Costa’s schematic section for Barra da Tijuca (top, based upon conceptual
sketches) and student conceptual sectional strategy below.
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In many ways, Centro Metropolitano came to represent the most pressing
development challenges facing Ozona Oeste and the city at large such as
large scale infrastructural development, speculative development driven
private investment and a need to address increasingly difficult challenges
presented by water in its many forms. One of the prominent developers in
the area engaged our second student group and actively entertained design
ideas that proposed development patterns differently than convention
might dictate. While his needs differed from our studios’ initial interests,
this developer was struggling with two ideas that seemed in keeping with
Costa’s vision for Barra da Tijuca, which drew us in: the struggle to create
a robust public realm through new neighborhood open spaces and to mix
housing typologies (market rate and affordable) in an effort to break down
social and class divisions that characterize so much of the urban fabric in
Rio (walled boundaries between formal and informal neighborhoods, for
example).
The two other sites that our studios explored over the three-year
studio sequence, Vargen Pequeña and Grande and Recreio dos
Bandeirantes, represented other unique challenges but each predate
current development pressures. However, each of these sites face
similar challenges relative to water: Vargen Pequeña and Vargen
Grande are both down slope along hillsides and, thus, face hydrological
pressures posed by water moving from the hills to the ocean. Recreio dos
Bandeirantes is located adjacent to a national coastal rainforest preserve
and bounded by coastline on the southern edge. As the topography
slopes, downward towards natural waterways and the ocean, these areas
also face challenges from flooding, run-off, and associated sanitation
needs. However, for the purposes of this paper, we focus upon Centro
Metropolitano as it represents a largely undeveloped site, it provides a
direct connection to current development forces, and it resonates with a
global historic legacy (Modernism) and a local cultural history.
Unfortunately, Centro Metropolitano itself is not suitable for conventional
development. Due to a high-water table, the soft soils of the basin in
which it sits, and the sensitive ecological systems that it is a part of,
standard construction and economic models are weakened. Given the
presence of water, both in the soil below and above ground (in the form of
canals, lagoons and the ocean), it is easy to understand why larger site is
unstable. This unstable ground has required contractors to raise the level
of construction sites by two meters. Thought of as the solution, soils are
imported and compacted to prevent future sinking. Once the new soil has
been laid down, each construction site sits vacant for approximately two
years so soils will fully settle before foundational construction can occur.
The larger surrounding area to the south and west, much of which has
been built upon, now resembles a series of gated vertical communities
contrary to the open ground plane as imagined earlier by Costa.
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Interestingly, Centro Metropolitano is controlled by four different major
developers, each of whom owns approximately one quadrant of the overall
site. The general goals of the overall development have been characterized
by new high-end office and residential developments offered as a contrast
to aging and congested areas of the historic city. However, the developer
involved in Centro Metropolitano who engaged our studio in 2016 is
actively seeking to challenge those conventional market-driven patterns
as described previously. By seeking to find ways of breaking down the
mega-block scale of his quadrant and by attempting to mix social housing
models, the developer struggled to incorporate more pedestrian and
environmentally sensitive forms of urbanism. Given this context, Centro
Metropolitano represented the friction of contemporary development,
which seemed to superficially follow Costa’s effort in plan (mega-block grid
outlined by Costa), while many of the ingredients of urban form -specifically
those associated with public space - were rejected. Given Costa’s vision for
this site to become a new centralized regional district, Centro Metropolitano
in its contemporary incarnation represented an opportunity to reinvent
architectural typologies, to integrate landscape, and to weave legacies of
Brazilian Modernism into a hybrid form of flexible urban outcomes.

Figure 4. Photograph of Centro Metropolitano and a view down one of Costa’s proposed
axial boulevards as it appeared in 2016.
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RESEARCH AS SPECULATION
In order to initiate the studio pedagogy, research focused upon uncovering
three specific topics that would ultimately lead to a series of design
speculations. While studying micro urban conditions through DNA
studies aimed at uncovering the elements of a local urban code, regional
explorations were performed utilizing the lenses of “hydrology,” “housing,”
and “transportation.” These larger regional network studies provided the
context for understanding existing ecological constraints including the
damaging impacts of development since mid-twentieth century to the
present. These three thematic research modules guided the process of
identifying both challenges found across Rio, and documenting outcomes
of existing urban behavior. In other words, our students sought to identify
urban consequences of the past and present by carefully tracking evidence
of planning pressures within Rio’s regional geography, urban forms, and
lines of infrastructure. In this sense, the aim was to begin with the existing
DNA of the city itself and carefully edit in order to introduce new patterns
and typologies that could be implemented in Barra da Tijuca in ways that
simultaneously remained consistent with local histories and potentially
served as a transition into new forms of coastal urbanization (or into a
twenty-first century version of a Cidade Oceanico).
“Hydrology.”
The geological conditions of Barra da Tijuca have been shaped
by the region’s centuries old hydrological systems. Despite Lucio
Costa’s vision of an ocean-side metropolitan center in which the
landscape would figure prominently, a serious study of Barra’s
geography, geology and hydrological networks was never
conducted. One consequence has been largely unchecked growth
that has ignored hydrology and natural water systems in an area
marked by marshlands and lagoons. For the studio, hydrology
became a primary lens through which to foreground the roles that
large-scale natural systems must play. If this part of Rio de Janeiro
is to grow into a more sustainable set of neighborhoods, such
illumination must be met. One paradox, however, was that global
climate change projections will impact this region in catastrophic
ways: much of Barra da Tijuca will likely be underwater due to
rising sea levels by the end of the century. This impending future
bracketed all design studies; in many ways, the question of why
this zone would be developed at all haunted the students. Best
practices and global consciousness would suggest that Barra da
Tijuca should be left un- or under-developed. However, market
forces and political realities are such that the zone is being and
will continue to be developed. That meant that the studio must
play a role in illustrating how the area might grow in a slightly more
productive way - but only for a limited time. Rather than attempt to
engineer the region to survive 2 m [6.5 ft.] of sea level rise, students
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were encouraged to engage existing water systems in order to
enable the area to continue as an urban center until the year 2050.9
Understanding hydrological systems, therefore, meant mapping
the presence of water, planning for flooded areas, and proposing
an expanded network of canals, open spaces and floodable areas
that could sponsor new forms of public space and architectural
typologies.
“Housing.”
As a result of regional hydrological studies, micro strategies for
architectural typologies and localized public spaces emerged that
were intended to address Rio’s current need for affordable and
adequate housing while simultaneously providing much needed
public space. Geographically constrained, Rio de Janeiro’s urban
development has spread to virtually every available undeveloped
area. Informal settlements cover hillsides that were previously
viewed as too expensive, difficult or unsafe for conventional
development. Years of economic recession have depleted the
middle classes - many of whom have chosen to leave their
apartments in areas like Zona Sul for less expensive areas in the

Figure 5. Hydrological Layers.
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city’s many favelas. Those apartments in more expensive areas
then became sources of income as familial residences have been
rented out in order to augment declining household budgets. In
some ways, the declining middle class has now contributed to
the growth of informal settlements, or favelas, which have been
established over time. Through self-organized processes, the favela
has been built out of socio-economic and political need. These
low-scale, high density, urban forms are interwoven with Brazil’s
art, culture, and urban behavior. In many ways, the favela, while
not romanticized, is a spatial expression of the cultural hybridity
and innovation found in Brazil’s complex post-colonial history.
Candidly, the students did not aim to “fix” the dilemmas that spawn
favela neighborhoods. Instead, they sought to implement spatial
opportunities for self-organizing systems that could populate and
blend numerous scales of public space and architectural forms
while attempting to provide additional options for urban living.
The combination of limited land for new development,
declining economic environments and the explosion of informal
neighborhoods presents the city with significant challenges: how

Figure 6. Linhas de Rio: Fragmented Urbanization in plan.
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and where to grow and how to integrate affordable housing within
larger development patterns that are typically dominated by
high end, luxury apartments. For the students, housing came to
represent development generally - in this sense, the term housing
encompassed forms of architectural and urban typologies that
carried various economic elements: mixed-income housing, spaces
for work and play, infrastructure such as cultural facilities, and
new forms of public space in which water played central roles.
Architectural typologies drawn from Brazilian Modernism exploited
piloti while the garden city visions of mid-century Modernism
became multi-programmed infrastructural landforms. In this sense,
the cultural legacies of Brazilian Modernism - with their deep
connection to notions of national identity and a utopian promise influenced the students (both North American and Brazilian) in
unexpected but understandable ways.
“Transportation.”
Transportation became the lens through which to view threads of
movement that could weave together the proposed diverse built
and ecological networks in Barra da Tijuca with those that currently
exist. The students did not limit transportation to roadways; both

Figure 7. Agricultural typological diagrams across Rio.
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roadways and hydrological systems were viewed as regional
networks that could combine the movement of both people, animal
life and water. The two systems were viewed as tandem elements
linking the coast to the hillsides, concentrations of development to
agrarian productivity, and housing and development with natural
and recreational spaces. For example, using this design strategy,
students performed careful studies of “informal” agricultural spaces
found in Rio often within easements, left-over open spaces, or other
forms of space lacking clear ownership boundaries. This search
provided clues and contextual relationships, patterns of form, and
opportunities for the integration of open space, programmatic
use and much needed utilities. A wide range of outcomes from
this search included: existing canal networks that produced
formal agricultural activity; informal (and illegal) agricultural
fields integrated into power utility right of ways; and small-town
networks of urban form all characterize this area. The diversity of
productive and performative landscapes makes this region of the
city fertile ground for potentially innovative agriculturally-based
industries. These speculative forms of engagement promoted
landscape as a productive tool for generating patterns and
behaviors of urbanization that both addressed economic needs
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(agriculture and employment) and programmed spaces that
could potentially incorporate water in productive ways. Rather
than importing idealized notions of community gardens or vertical
farming, for example, the agricultural operations found across Rio
and Zona Oeste served as a catalyst for integrative networked
systems involving transportation, water, open space, and more
environmentally sensitive hybrid urban forms.
By diagnosing and documenting hydrological, housing and transportation
networks, frameworks for future ecologically-driven interventions
could be explored. Using these thematic lenses to research Barra da
Tijuca’s landscape in concert with a carefully developed set of urban
DNA samples, students then speculated upon potential interventions.
Their quest became one to reconcile the contrasts between the utopian
visions of Brazilian Modernism and built reality of gated vertical suburbs
or the contrasts between sensitive landscape networks and destructive
development practices. Purposefully, students explored strategies and
design frameworks rooted in combinatory, ecological and cultural modes of
urbanization.10
REFLECTIONS
While Centro Metropolitano has an historic legacy tied to icons of Brazilian
Modernism, its relatively recent development (limited to the site’s southern
edges) represents common denominator commercial construction. In the
years between Costa’s proposal for Barra da Tijuca and the 1990s real
estate boom - fueled by mega-event driven infrastructure improvements little growth took place in or around this site (a noteworthy exception is
both informal and formal low-income housing development). However,
much of the site was undeveloped. As a result of the favela removal and
relocation policies of the previous military regime in the northern edges of
Centro Metropolitano, public housing districts were established in the 1970s
and 1980s. For example, the infamous Cidade de Dios borders the northwestern edges of the Centro Metropolitano site. This contrast between
formalized relocation of previously informal settlements and the grand
visions of Lucio Costa for a high density commercial and governmental
district provided a spark for design considerations. The apparent complexity
of these design movements held the promise of potential resolutions to
the challenges of radically dense environments and expanded scales of
development in each of their case study sites.
The geographic, economic and cultural conditions of Barra da Tijuca and
Centro Metropolitano contribute to the poly-nucleated urban fabric of Zona
Oeste overall. In fact, Barra da Tijuca represents a large ex-urban zone
still isolated by geography and only loosely connected to the city by weak
transportation networks. These disparate urban conditions can be found in
microcosm in the favelas, artificial grounds, and hydrological features that
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Figure 8. View of proposed development as planned demolition, Centro Metropolitano.

are distributed across a landscape that includes lagoas, protected habitats,
and concentrated pockets of urbanization. The combination of topography,
hydrology, regional networks, and unpredictable market forces all contribute
to a fragmented landscape that has resulted in pockets of highly privatized
and isolated nodes. This failure to produce contiguous urban space and
an apparent lack of hydrological management became a starting point
for many student conversations regarding the city’s future. By pairing
the consequences of urban fragmentation with connective ecological
and infrastructural strategies, the students sought a model of “productive
fragmentation.” Highly concentrated developments, such as Centro
Metropolitano, were imagined as concentrations of resilient development
linked through open space strategies involving regional hydrological
networks, canals and floodable open spaces aimed at mitigating the initial
stages of rising sea levels.
One danger of this approach was that it may inadvertently resist the
questions raised by environmental change and contemporary patterns
of failed urban infrastructure; in other words, by seeking to perpetuate
development (albeit in differing ways), student proposals were unable to
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fundamentally fend against a warming climate. But, and most importantly,
questions of urban consequences of growth in places like Barra da Tijuca
remain valuable. Therefore, and despite their limitations, the student
proposals did help illuminate challenges to conventional urban development
and enable a wider range of meanings to enter into conversations of
environment and urbanization.
Various techniques emerged over the three years that helped students
gain a foothold in order to act and focus attention on the hybrid, and often
varied, characteristics of local places that broaden understandings of
authenticity and urbanity as well. For example, the high modern practice
of placing buildings on pilotis, which can be found in both Europe and
Latin America, presented evidence of two interpretations: a post-colonial
translation of European Modernism (an authentic local interpretation), and
an outcome that produced vernacular variations informed by architectural
forms and socio-spatial zones of influence. In this sense, hybridity is an
authentic expression and it can be found in both physical and social space.
Studies into local neighborhood DNA samples provided our students with
a point of entry into a broader discussion. Students found themselves
focused upon design strategies that could be sensitive to place but openended enough to allow transformation through future adaptive practices
(see Figure 1).
The DNA studies went beyond conventional precedent analysis and
maintained a focus upon socio-spatial conditions. By documenting,
analyzing, and cataloging samples taken throughout the city of Rio de
Janeiro, students created a spatial vocabulary inherently about
micro-urban conditions found in a range of unique local physical settings.
These DNA, then, represented a set of codes that illustrated social
and spatial interactions in site-specific areas of the city. In the process,
simple understandings of mixed use development, for example, were
quickly challenged; social spaces in Rio (as they do throughout Latin
America) represent a range of “mixed-up uses” that go beyond the simple
organization of spatial programs that can be found in most conventional
North American urban planning. Additionally, informality in both social and
physical form presented new ways of understanding the inter-dependent
relationships between people and places. These typologies represent
varying degrees of socio-spatial behaviors - of people, of place-based
occupation and transformation; and of physical form, hybrid structures and
informal patterns. The work of the students illustrates states of possibility,
or rather speculations, of how Zona Oeste “could be,” not how it “will be.”
As a result of the complex urban networks and the equally complex
challenges presented by Barra da Tijuca’s ecological contexts, design
strategies emerged that enabled students to build upon local fabric.
Students borrowed strategies from one theoretical camp to augment
those found in another: pedestrian scaled increments were layered over
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mega-scaled urban blocks and then infused with ecologically driven
forms of infrastructure. The simultaneous scales allowed for new public
spaces, distributed resources through regional networks, and provided
concentrations of dynamic housing typologies. Following general transit
oriented development models in the west, the most intensely programmed
districts were often located in areas near transportation hubs while large
areas of each site were often dedicated to new forms of low-density but
high performance spatial uses (innovative agricultural industries, landforms
aimed to provide both recreational and ecological management spaces).
Other strategies involved the use of complex landscape and ecological
systems aimed at stitching together each of the three case study sites
through regionally scaled three-dimensional land and water-form
frameworks. Still other strategies emerged that attempted to address
historic legacies through the use of transformed typologies that were
rooted in cultural traditions, which aimed to root themselves in a sense
of local identity while also extending those identities to include future
transformations.
In a sense, the students took a combinatory approach to urban design
in an effort to develop a tool set appropriate to their sites (the local) and
their professions (the global).11 The two-fold technique that the sampling
represented provided a knowledge of cultural place, ecological and
urban conditions with an eye towards an integrative approach to urban
design interventions. Students used these DNA samples as a way of
understanding and designing micro-urbanisms that could scale up and
combine to address a macro set of metropolitan or ecological conditions.
The ever-present wetlands and mangroves in the region could enable
a healthier, safer environment. The blending of form along with the
incorporation of wildlife, water-based agriculture, and protected wetlands
fostered innovative forms of public spaces in the students’ work while

Figure 9. View of Terra Que Desce: A new use for Costa’s grid, Centro Metropolitano.
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remaining rooted in local character of place. Water represented one of
the major challenges of the area both now and in the future, which were
demonstrated by urban flooding, sinking soils, sensitive ecosystems of
lagoons, marshes and tidal waterways in Barra. However, water was also
an opportunity for the students; impending climatic changes forced a
renewed emphasis upon ecology and the need to “design with nature.” 12
Water, therefore, became a basic ingredient for productively creating a
new set of urban spaces. A vision of a naturally enhanced, porous, and
locally fragmented yet regionally connected mode of urbanization operated
through an ecological approach, across scales and time. These strategies
focused on the impacts of climate change while acknowledging the obvious
failures that development has wrought on fragile environmental systems.
While the work was developed within a series of three-year urban design
workshops/studios, it parallels what Dana Cuff has called a “fourth phase”
of urban design curricular models marking a “major shift in the conception
of cities, but with a relatively coherent architectural aesthetic and a
professional agenda rooted in design practice’s larger political economy.” 13
This essay illustrates design research in Rio de Janeiro focused on
integrating systems of ecology and landscape through design processes
focused upon urbanization in the face of climate change. Driven by
typological and morphological investigations, the work offers responses
to specific topographic and climatic contexts that demonstrate new forms
of urbanism. Illustrated through speculative programs ranging from the
establishment of research facilities, affordable housing, and cultural
centers, to agriculture, eco-tourism, and protected habitats - the
pedagogical research integrates opportunities for the use of water
systems and management as an urban design agenda. Rather than
defending against storm surge, landslides, and rising sea levels, we sought
speculative models rooted in the DNA of Rio de Janeiro and embrace
strategies for resilient coastal regions across the globe.
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